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NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Apparel exports hit all-time high in June
Apparel exports in June had reached an all-time high figure for a month of $
537 million as well as in the first half with $ 2.8 billion, reaffirming the sheer
resilience of the private sector driven industry.
According to the Joint Apparel Association Forum (JAAF), June 2022
performance had beaten the previous highest for a month of $ 504 million
achieved in March 2019. From a year ago, June 2022 achievement reflects a
strong 39.45% growth. In May, YoY growth was 30%.
Confirming the apparel industry has not only reverted to pre-COVID resilience
but bettered it, the first half figure of $ 2.8 billion is above the $ 2.62 billion
achieved in the first of half of 2019, the industry’s best year so far with $ 5.6 billion in exports for the full year.
In comparison to the first half of 2021, the latest performance reflects a 20% growth. In 2021 apparel exports rose by 23% to $ 5.43 billion.
JAAF sources said that in June exports to the USA were up by a significant 67.6% to $ 231.38 million while shipments to the EU (excluding
exports to UK) saw a 24% increase to $ 158.48 million. Exports to the UK were up 16% to $ 69.52 million. JAAF also said exports to other
countries too have recorded an increase of 31.52% to $ 77.27 million in June 2022 compared to a year ago.
Recently the Board of Investment (BOI) said investors continue to show interest in Sri Lanka’s apparel and textile industry despite political
turbulence in the market. BOI had signed agreements worth $76 million for new investments and expansions in the sector for 2022 so far.
(July 25, 2022, www.ft.lk)

Sri Lankan organic companies shine at BIOFACH 2022
Organic food production and trade is evolving into a rapidly growing industry across the world. Prompted by a developing inclination for
healthy life choices and awareness on the benefits of organic food, a greater number of global consumers are opting for organic products.
In the midst of this competitive industry, Sri Lankan producers and manufacturers find themselves in lucrative circumstances.
In spite of ongoing socio-political challenges, Sri Lankan producers and exporters continue to ensure the production and export of high
quality, certified products. Sri Lanka maintains a reputation in organic crop production among other producer countries; demonstrating
great potential as a trustworthy, high quality contributor to international organic food markets for over a decade.
To amplify Sri Lanka’s significant position within the industry, Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB), together with the European
Union (EU), Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
GmbH (GIZ) andImport Promotion Desk (IPD), supported the participation of eleven Sri Lankan companies at the World´s Leading Trade
Fair for ‘Organic Food and Natural Beauty’ – BIOFACH 2022 in Nuremberg, Germany. The selected companies participated in a series of
trainings and workshops carried out by EDB and IPD, to advance their networking and marketing skills prior to the trade fair.
The participating Sri Lankan companies showcased a wide range of agricultural products at the Sri Lanka Pavilion including a range
of organic agriculture products such as food & beverages, spices, tea, coconut based products, fruits & vegetables. The Pavilion was
a networking hub for the participating companies to display and highlight their products and capacities; establishing contacts and
developing professional relationships with potential buyers and stakeholders within the European market. The Sri Lanka Pavilion was
ceremoniously declared open by Suresh De Mel (Chairman, EDB) and Judith Emmerling (Head of Sourcing and Markets, IPD).
Sri Lanka’s participation in BioFach 2022 was facilitated as part of the Multi-Donor Action ‘Support to Small and Medium Enterprises in
the Organic Agriculture Sector’ jointly co-financed by the EU and BMZ, supporting existing and new organic food producers in Sri Lanka
to access new markets, particularly in the EU, as well as provide private investment opportunities.
(August 01, 2022, www.island.lk)

NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Exports record US$ 5 bn in five months
Earnings from the merchandise exports increased by 9.9 % y-o-y to US$
980.2 mn in May 2022 as per the data released by the Customs. This was
mainly due to the increase in earnings from export of Apparel and Textiles,
Coconut based products and Electrical and Electronic Components.
Major product sectors except spices and concentrates, tea and rubberbased products; apparel and textiles, Coconut based products, electrical and
electronic components and Food and beverages, seafood and ornamental
fish recorded increased exports in May 2022. Exports of Apparel and Textiles
increased by 30.1% y-o-y to US$ 482.7 mn in May 2022.
The increase was driven by both Apparel and Textiles.
On monthly analysis, export earnings of kernel products, fiber products and shell products categorised under the Coconut based products
increased by 5.37%, 4.93% and 12.97% in May 2022 compared to May 2021.
For the first five months of 2022, merchandise exports increased by 9.7% to US$ 2,400.6 Million compared to the corresponding period
of 2021. Major product sectors except tea, rubber-based products and spices and concentrates; apparel and textiles, coconut based
products, electronics and electronic components, food and beverages, seafood and ornamental fish recorded increased exports.
However, export earnings from Tea decreased by 12.5% to US$ 460.9 mn during the period of January to May 2022 compared with the
corresponding period of 2021. Exports of all the subcategories of tea sector except tea bags; tea packets (-14.2%), bulk tea (-10.95%,),
instant tea (-23.42%) and green tea (-31.43%) decreased during the period of January to May 2022 compared with the same period of
2021.
On a region wise comparison exports to all regions except CIS countries increased during the period of January to May 2022 compared
with the corresponding period of 2021 and exports to EU, South Asia, Africa and ME increased in the month of May 2022 compared to
May 2021.
Exports to the European Union (EU) which represented 20% of Sri Lanka’s exports increased by 11.39 % y-o-y to US$ 234 mn May 2022.
From January to May 2022, the breakdown of exports to the top five EU markets which accounted for 80% of Sri Lanka’s total exports
to the EU were; Germany US$ 303.5 mn (increased by 6.14%), Italy US$ 243.86 mn (increased by 7.89%), Netherlands US$ 161.58 mn
(decreased by 0.32%), Belgium US$ 122.07 mn (decreased by 7.65%) and France US$ 103.68 mn. (Increased by 14.15%). The estimated
value of services exports from January to May 2022 was 1,472.7 million dollars, increasing 93.3 % over the corresponding period of 2021.
The services exports estimated by EDB consist of ICT/BPM, construction, financial services and transport and logistics.
(July 22, 2022, www.sundayobserver.lk)

Sri Lankan exporters to face tough access to
Germany unless HR, sustainability standards met
•

New German Law will come into effect January 1, 2023

•

It asks German importers to make sure that working conditions are decent in their factories

•

Sri Lanka is better positioned to benefit from this law compared to others in region

Sri Lankan exporters are bound to face tough rules when accessing the German market next year onwards because of the new law that
will come into effect from January 1, 2023 in that country. The Act on Corporate Due Diligence in Supply Chains will provide for German
importers to make sure that their suppliers adhere to human rights and sustainability standards. The push for the new law started after
the collapse of a factory building called’ Rana Plaza’ killing nearly 1000 people.
Markus Löning, former Commissioner of Human Rights of the German government and Managing Director Löning Responsible Business
and Human Rights, was in Sri Lanka recently to brief the Sri Lankan stakeholders on the new law and its implications. In an interview with
Daily Mirror, he said Sri Lanka is better positioned than other countries in the region to benefit from new entry rules stipulated by this law
in his country.
(July 29, 2022, www.dailymirror.lk)

NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Maintaining GSP+ critical for country – Sri Lanka’s
Joint Apparel Association Forum (JAAF)
GSP plus offers a critical benefit to a number of sectors including apparel. Maintaining Sri Lanka’s GSP plus preferences is crucial to help
sustain the country’s level of exports and ensure that we have an uninterrupted inflow of foreign currency, said JAAF Secretary General
Yohan Lawrence.
He said the authorities should take steps to ensure the country continues to benefit from the export concessions safeguarding the
democratic rights of all citizens.
JAAF is confident that the new government will work to ensure these preferences are continued to support the apparel sector, a vital cog
in the export sector, Lawrence said.
The European Union emphasized the need for upholding the freedom of opinion and expression and individual rights following attack on
peaceful protesters at the Galle Face last week. President Ranil Wickremesinghe met the US, UK, Canada, and EU envoys after the attack.
The apparel association forum has been warning Sri Lanka could lose its competitive edge and risk about US$580 million worth of exports
if the GSP+ concessions are withdrawn. The GSP Plus trade concession scheme is offered by the EU to encourage development and good
governance by offering tariff cuts to developing countries.
JAAF thanked the industry stakeholders for their outstanding resilience and performance despite a challenging domestic and global
environment to achieve 30% Year-on-Year growth ofo US$ 446 million in May.
Accounting for approximately 6% of Sri Lanka’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and almost half of all merchandise exports, the apparel
sector serves as a bulwark of the nation’s economy.
While the sector continues to face significant limitations from continuing disruptions in energy supply and logistics, cumulative export
earnings from the sector increased by 16% YoY up to US$ 2.2 billion as at May 2022.
Despite unprecedented domestic volatility, unstable global market conditions and escalating raw material and logistics costs, Sri Lanka’s
apparel sector has provided extraordinary support to the national economy, including direct surrender of export proceeds to the
Government.
Despite the ongoing crisis, the outlook for Sri Lankan apparel is still considered positive, as evidenced by the continuing Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) inflows to Sri Lanka which have mirrored upward trends in export performance, recording 17% YoY growth up-to June
2022. At present, US$ 73 million worth of investments have been committed for expansions in the apparel sector in 2022, out of a total
apparel investment pipeline of US$ 94 million.
(July 30, 2022, www.sundayobserver.lk)

SL achieves first trade surplus in two decade
•

Records export earnings of $ 1.248 b versus imports of $ 1.226 b result in a trade surplus of $ 21 m

•

Previous occasion of trade surplus was in August 2002

•

Fuel imports up 44.6% to $ 2.58 b in 1H

Sri Lanka achieved its first trade surplus in two decades in June thanks to a sharp rise in exports and a dip in imports. The surplus was a
modest $ 21 million but significant as the country saw such an achievement way back in August 2002. In June exports grew Year-on-Year
(YoY) by 24% to $ 1.248 billion and imports dipped by 26% to $ 1.226 billion.
However, in the first half the trade deficit amounted to $ 3.5 billion, though down from $ 4.3 billion a year ago. First half exports grew by
14.3% to $ 6.5 billion and imports were at $ 10 billion, almost same as in the 1H of last year. Central Bank said the surplus reflect the impact
of “historically high” monthly export earnings and the continued decline in import expenditure.
(August 01, 2022, www.ft.lk)

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
European Central Bank will consider economic
situation when deciding on rates
By Robert Holzmann
July 24 (Reuters) - The European Central Bank will consider the economic situation before deciding whether to press ahead with another
big interest rate hike in September, policymaker and fiscal hawk Robert Holzmann said on Sunday.
The ECB was balancing its wish to tackle higher inflation with a worsening economic situation because of problems like the Ukraine
conflict, Holzmann told Austrian broadcaster ORF.
“The economy will grow less strongly, the forecasts point in this direction, that has made us somewhat cautious,” said Holzmann, who
heads the Austrian National Bank. “We will see in the autumn what the economic situation is. Then we can probably decide if we do
another 0.5% or less.”
The ECB was also keen to prevent expectations of higher inflation becoming entrenched among the general public, he added.
The ECB raised its benchmark deposit rate by 50 basis points to zero percent on Thursday, its first hike in 11 years as it joined global peers
in jacking up borrowing costs.
(July 25, 2022, www.reuters.com)

EU gives Croatia final green light to adopt euro
in 2023
EU finance ministers on Tuesday gave Croatia the final green light to adopt the euro single currency on January 1, 2023.
“I would like to congratulate my counterpart, Zdravko Maric, and the whole of Croatia for becoming the 20th country to join the euro
area,” said Zbynek Stanjura, the finance minister of the Czech Republic, which holds the EU’s rotating presidency.
Croatia’s switch from the kuna to the euro in 2023 will come less than a decade after the former Yugoslav republic joined the European
Union and will set a new milestone in the bloc’s further integration.
“This is a time for celebration... and an act of conviction,” said Christine Lagarde, the head of the European Central Bank at a signing
ceremony in Brussels.
“The whole of Croatia decided and was convinced of the value of joining the euro and the euro area,” she added.
In adopting the legal texts necessary for the historic move, the ministers officially set the euro at 7.53450 Croatian kuna.
The newest member joins the group at a difficult moment with the euro hovering close to parity with the US dollar, a symptom of a
looming cost-of-living crisis in the eurozone economy.
“We’re all facing very strong challenges these days, but obviously with coordinated policies and measures I think we can cope with these
challenges,” said Maric as he arrived to meet his counterparts in Brussels.
To join the euro, Croatia met the strict conditions, including keeping inflation in the same range as its EU peers, as well as embracing
sound public spending.
Croatia expressed willingness to adopt the single currency upon joining the EU in 2013, and the decision to allow Zagreb’s entry comes
as the euro has just celebrated its 20th anniversary.
On January 1, 2002, millions of Europeans in 12 countries gave up the lira, franc, deutsche mark and drachma for euro bills and coins.
They have since been joined by seven other countries: Slovenia in 2007, Cyprus and Malta in 2008, Slovakia in 2009, Estonia in 2011, Latvia
in 2014 and finally Lithuania in 2015.
(July 12, 2022, www.france24.com)

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
Germany earmarks up to ¤14bn to make buildings
more energy efficient
The German government plans to earmark between ¤13-billion and ¤14-billion per year in subsidies for renovations to make buildings
more energy efficient, the economy ministry said on Tuesday.
As Germany prepares to become climate neutral by 2045, Berlin has been stepping up subsidies for renovations, with the government
funding refurbishments worth about ¤9.6-billion so far this year.
But rising energy prices and gas supply bottlenecks triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine have pushed Germany to further accelerate
the pace towards energy efficiency.
“Consuming less energy is the cheapest and most efficient contribution to more independence and climate protection, and helps to save
on energy costs,” Economy Ministry Robert Habeck said in a statement.
Over the next few years, about ¤13-billion per year will be allocated to subsidise renovations to old buildings and installing more energyefficient windows, doors and heaters, the ministry said. About ¤1-billion will be allocated for new construction.
Financing for the programme will come through state-lender KfW and from a “climate fund” which the centre-left governing coalition
approved last year to speed up the transition towards a green economy.
Earlier this month, the government presented an emergency plan for the construction sector that would oblige all newly installed heating
systems in Germany to be operated with 65% renewable energy from 2024. Even with renovation subsidies of ¤8-billion last year,
Germany’s construction sector emitted 115 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents, missing its target of 112 million tonnes.
(July 27, 2022, www.dailymaverick.co.za)

Europe’s banks brace for bumpy ride after cheap
money decade
Europe’s banks, facing a potential economic storm and a rise in borrowing
costs for the first time in more than a decade, are set to show their weak spots
when they update investors on how their business has fared this year.
They have already had to cope with soaring inflation and rising interest rates,
a pincer movement that squeezes borrowers, plus the Ukraine conflict which
has rattled Europe’s economy, including by constraining its energy supplies.
UBS, Deutsche Bank, Credit Suisse, BNP Paribas and UniCredit could set the
tone for investors when they report second-quarter results next week.
On one hand, higher interest rates are good for banks as they can charge
more for loans. But they suffer if customers, struggling with rising prices and
borrowing costs, cannot repay. The difficult economic conditions have put
investors in a cautious mood, which means European banks, like their U.S.
rivals, will earn less money on deal making and selling investment products.
Within Europe, Germany’s banks are at the centre of the storm because the country is particularly dependent on Russian energy and its
economy will be hit hard by any supply shortages.
Analysts are also watching developments at Uniper, the German power company that received a state bailout on Friday.
Over the past two months, analysts have cut profit forecasts for Germany’s biggest bank Deutsche Bank, which has emerged from a series
of crises, and raised predictions for the amount of bad loan provisions it needs.
Other warning signs are flashing.
Euro zone banks tightened access to credit in the second quarter and will continue to be cautious, a survey by the European Central Bank
showed.

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
Europe’s banks brace for bumpy ride after cheap money decade
contd.
And Germany’s cooperative banks said they expect a “considerable decline” in profit this year as they brace for credit losses.
Highlighting these worries, euro zone bank stocks have fallen more than 22% year-to-date, underperforming the wider pan-European
STOXX 600 index of shares which is down roughly 13%.
‘SLOW SQUEEZE’
The ECB, which raised interest rates by a surprise 50 basis points on Thursday to tame runaway prices, has earlier also warned of potential
perils, such as an overheated property market.
During the pandemic, governments spent billions to prop up much of the economy, but the ECB has said that this time around they may
not be able to.
In Italy, gripped by a political crisis, pressure is mounting on the country’s government bonds, which also erodes the capital cushions of
the banks as the Italian government bonds they hold lose value.
Italy’s reliance on Russian gas and the importance of its manufacturing sector, made up mostly of small businesses, increase the chances
of a recession.
Almost 300 billion euros (or more than 40%) of Italian corporate loans are guaranteed by the state after banks used emergency measures
during the pandemic to refinance existing debts.
While Britain’s banks are expected to chalk up solid results, Tom Merry, a banking strategy consultant at Accenture, said he expected an
increase in bad loan provisions.
NatWest is expected to swing from releasing 38 million pounds ($45.43 million) worth of cash put aside against potential defaults in its
first quarter results, to new impairment charges of 136 million pounds, based on a poll of analysts.
In higher margin investment banking, Europe’s banks are likely to see a slump in year-on-year banking fees similar to that reported by U.S.
rivals earlier this month, analysts said. ($1 = 0.8365 pounds)
(July 25, 2022, www.reuters.com)

Crypto-asset markets
New EU rules will bring more transparency for investors while still allowing for innovation.
Crypto-asset markets are at the heart of disruptive change and policy attention these days. Recent weeks and months have seen significant
market corrections. The price of bitcoin is falling to levels of 2020 and before, and the collapse of a so-called “algorithmic stablecoin” –
which has not been subject to proper regulation and supervision – has sent shockwaves through markets, with worries about contagion
also spreading to traditional financial markets. While some see this as the end of the crypto hype, others see it as a healthy correction to
eliminate unsustainable businesses and make crypto markets more resilient for the future.
Whatever the assessment of current developments, it is clear that crypto markets are a more and more relevant part of the international
financial system, with related risks for investors, market integrity and potentially financial stability, but also opportunities for innovation.
To bring more transparency for investors, while still allowing for innovation, the EU has just agreed on new rules to regulate cryptoasset markets. The crypto-asset industry will be able to develop further, based on a sound regulatory framework that will also ensure
transactions are not used for money laundering or terrorism financing.
(July 26, 2022, www.ec.europa.eu)

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
NDB crowned “Best Bank in Sri Lanka” by
top 3 awarding bodies
NDB Bank was recently named the Best Bank in Sri Lanka for 2022 by Euromoney, in addition to being named “The Best Bank in Sri Lanka”
by Global Finance of USA for 2022 and 2021 consecutively. The bank also won “Bank of the Year 2020” by The Banker, UK thus achieving
the rare feat of securing the endorsement of the top three awarders in the banking industry – the Triple Crown in banking, it said in a
media release.
Bank CEO, Dimantha Seneviratne, speaking of this achievement, said “NDB’s ability to demonstrate growth and profitability in volatile
economic conditions adopting technology to deliver innovative products and services were some critical factors which contributed to
this win.
At times of turbulence and uncertainty, independent external endorsements serve as a source of confidence on the bank’s stability to
stakeholders who partner us in their growth journeys.
It also inspires and motivates our team who makes these achievements a possibility, to better themselves and raise the bar even higher.”
He added that the bank made substantial investments in upgrading its core banking system with additional investments in digital and data
analytics capabilities. “Consistency and stability of earnings is crucial to NDB Bank. Despite the volatile economic environment, we saw
since the beginning of 2019, our performance has been very consistent. Since 2017, as a group, we have posted a CAGR of 19 per cent in
top line growth against the cost growing at only 9 per cent. PBT grew at 12 per cent and shareholder funds at 17 per cent CAGR.
Our strong underwriting standards and credit quality as affirmed by our audited accounts over the years enables us to deliver these stable
earnings. This performance has helped us onboard new shareholders like Norfund who invested in NDB last year and we would like to
thank our customers and stakeholders for the continued confidence placed in us,” he said.
(July 31, 2022, www.sundaytimes.lk)

99x achieves Great Place to Work Legend status
Leading Sri Lankan technology company 99x was recently awarded the
Great Place to Work (GPTW) Legend status by the Great Place to Work
Institute, following its achievements for the 10th consecutive year.
The coveted position highlights 99x’s unwavering commitment to
maintaining an open and diverse workplace for employees and standing
by its workforce amidst unprecedented times. This year, the company was
also ranked as a Best Workplace and a Best IT/ITES Workplace in Sri Lanka.
Since its inaugural placing on the Great Place to Work’s Cultural Audit
in 2013, 99x has consistently been named as one of Sri Lanka’s best
workplaces, ranking itself as a Best Workplace in Asia for four consecutive
years from 2018 to 2021 and now attaining Legend status, one of only three
companies to do so in the country. 99x congratulates AIA and DIMO for
their outstanding people practices through the years.
Despite the challenging times posed by harsh macroeconomic conditions, 99x has maintained its people-focus by implementing timely
corrective measures. Achieving the Legend status is a testament to 99x’s undiminished focus on constantly improving its workplace
culture.
“We are extremely honoured and grateful for the support and recognition we have received from the Great Place to Work Institute and
extremely humbled to be a Great Place to Work Legend. This is a tribute to how we practice our culture within the workplace. Adapting
to changes in our business model, facing the new normal amidst the pandemic and economic challenges and placing our teams as the
best asset we could have, are some of the key principles that allowed us to achieve this status,” said 99x CEO and Founder Mano Sekaram.
(July 25, 2022, www.dailymirror.lk)

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
ComBank wins coveted double at Asiamoney
Banking awards
Commercial Bank of Ceylon has won two coveted international awards – Best Bank for Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) Banking and
Best Bank for Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG), at the latest awards event of the respected Asiamoney magazine.
This is the third consecutive year that Commercial Bank has won a double from this quarterly publication. The bank was awarded the titles
of Best Bank for Small and Medium Enterprises and Best Bank for Corporate Social Responsibility in 2020 and 2021.
“These awards recognise the bank’s achievements in two of the most relevant aspects of performance in the current context,” Commercial
Bank Managing Director and CEO Sanath Manatunge commented.
“The SMEs are the backbone of the economy and given the challenges faced by our country, supporting them is more important now
than ever before. We are committed to increase our engagement with SMEs, who need more support in the current depressed economic
context. The second award relates to ESG, which has also become an area of critical importance to shareholders as well as customers and
regulators. We are therefore delighted to win awards in these two strategically important areas from Asiamoney.”
The Best Bank for SME Banking award recognises Commercial Bank for proactively identifying the timely needs of the SMEs and micro
enterprises and providing tailor-made products and services to assist this segment that has in the past two years been affected first by
the pandemic and subsequently by economic shocks and funding issues. The Best Bank for ESG Award was presented in recognition of
the bank’s strategic initiatives in the space of sustainable financing, financial inclusion and nationally-significant contributions via its CSR
Trust.
(July 22, 2022, www.dailymirror.lk)

Hayleys Fabric surpasses global giants to win new
Sustainable Impact Award at International Quality
Awards 2022 – UK
Hayleys Fabric set a global benchmark in sustainability, bagging the coveted
Sustainability Impact Award at the recently concluded International Quality Awards
(IQA) 2022 held in London.

Hayleys Fabric team receiving the award at
the event

Sri Lanka’s largest textile manufacturer was crowned winner of the new category
for its unique processes and procedures established to drive sustainability across
its core functions. Held annually, the internationally acclaimed IQA celebrates the
achievements of exceptional quality professionals and auditors across the globe.

Moreover, Hayleys Fabric was recognised for its ESG commitment and alignment with 14 of the 17 UNSDGs, including climate action and
water conservation. The manufacturer’s strategic roadmap further emphasises the need to seize opportunities to shape a greener future.
Finalists for the Awards included global heavyweights Jacobs, a global engineering firm for its unique ESG strategy developed through
stakeholder engagement, and Troup Bywaters+ Anders, an engineering partnership for its strategic commitment to sustainability for
positive social impact.
Most recently, the manufacturer’s ‘WARNA by Mahogany’, a natural dye created through a new line of organic, eco-friendly fabric,
spearheaded by the Head of Innovative Sustainability Leonie Vass, was listed among the Top 10 global innovations at the ISPO Textrends
Spring/Summer 2024.
The achievement strengthened Hayleys Fabric’s reputation as a worldwide pioneer in specialised, sustainable, circular fabric sourcing for
the apparel sector. The product was part of a waste-to-fashion initiative pioneered by Hayleys Fabric in the local industry.
The initiative supports multiple United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs), such as responsible consumption and
production, sustainable innovation and infrastructure, clean water and sanitation, life below water, life on land and climate change.
Hayleys Fabric PLC is a pioneer in textiles manufacturing in Sri Lanka, capable of delivering end-to-end solutions from design to
manufacture, and was the first apparel sector company to be listed on the Colombo Stock Exchange in 2003. The Hayleys Fabric Group
has a production capacity of over 6 million meters of cotton and synthetic fabric per month and has the largest manufacturing capacity
in Sri Lanka. The company is a leading partner to globally renowned fashion and apparel brands.
(August 01, 2022, www.ft.lk)

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
Aqua Dynamics among Lanka’s 50 Best Workplaces
Aqua Dynamics, one of the versatile action sports leaders in the leisure sector, was recently ranked among 50 Best Workplaces in Sri
Lanka for 2022, a list compiled by the global authority and pioneer in evaluating workplace cultures, Great Place to Work Institute.
Aqua Dynamics is no stranger to the list, having been named among 40 Best Workplaces in Sri Lanka last year in addition to making to the
Best Workplaces in Asia under Large Category. Its workplace is consecutively assessed and recognized with the annually recurring Great
Place to Work certification which speaks volumes about the company’s intention in sustaining a high-trust, high-performance culture.
Frank Ulmer, Managing Director of Aqua Dynamics (Pvt) Ltd, said: ‘We are honored yet again to be recognized as one of the best
workplaces in the country. This achievement is dedicated to all our employees whose resilience, commitment and loyalty goes beyond
what words can describe.’
(July 31, 2022, www.island.lk)

DFCC Bank launches initiative to attract remittances
The Bank for Everyone, DFCC Bank, has recently launched a special marketing drive and scheme
to attract Foreign Inward Remittances. Looking to support the nation at this challenging time,
DFCC Bank is offering an additional
This special incentive is being provided in addition to the prevailing LKR 2 per US dollar offered
by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka for worker remittances. The Bank believes that this additional
benefit will help to assist the dependents of Sri Lankan expatriates to fulfil their needs and
requirements amidst the present challenges. This incentive will be paid out to any DFCC account
of the recipient’s choice, and is applicable for inward remittances in all major foreign currencies
and not limited to US Dollar remittances.
Senior Vice President, Offshore Banking, Remittance, and Institute Business Development at DFCC Bank, Anton Arumugam said, “At this
crucial moment for Sri Lanka, and as a responsible licensed commercial bank, our main priority is to increase foreign remittances flowing
into the country, through the formal banking system.”
Sri Lanka needs to increase the inflow of foreign currency through legitimate channels, to support imports, meet obligations and also
strengthen its economy To resolve the crisis.
Worker remittances are among the top sources of foreign exchange for Sri Lanka, along with exports, services, and tourism. However, in
the recent past, remittances have fallen, though not as a result of fewer Sri Lankans working abroad.
The number of Sri Lankans working abroad has increased since 2020, but remittances have continued to decline. Thus, the need of the
hour is a scheme and programme for banks to incentivize remittances through formal channels, to get foreign exchange officially and
legitimately flowing into Sri Lanka again, and DFCC Bank is proud to be amongst those taking decisive action in this regard.
(July 23, 2022, www.sundayobserver.lk)

Hayleys Aventura introduces Eco-One to battle pollution
Hayleys Aventura has introduced Eco-One, an innovative product
developed in the USA to help manufacturers mitigate pollution
caused by the disposal of plastics, polythene and rubber – one of
Sri Lanka’s most pressing environmental challenges.
The organic additive, which is applied during the production
process, enhances the biodegradation of plastic and polythene
products. This drastically shortens the time span such products
are retained in landfills, from centuries to a few years.
When Eco-One incorporated polymer products are disposed in a
microbial rich environment, the additive attracts microorganisms
that consume it as a ‘food source’ along with the polymer
product’s chemical elements converting it to inert humus (organic
soil matter) and biogas energy.

NEWS FROM MEMBERS
Hayleys Aventura introduces Eco-One to battle pollution cont.
“As a leader in providing innovative industrial solutions and technology, Hayleys Aventura remains committed to advancing the
sustainability efforts of Sri Lankan manufacturers including those who seek to take our country to global export markets,” Hayleys
Aventura (Pvt) Ltd Managing Director, WasabaJayasekera said. “As the engine of growth of our national economy, it’s important that the
private sector plays an active role in mitigating pollution and Eco-One provides them with a viablesolution to do so.”
Adding just 1% of Eco-One to the plastic compound improves the rate of degradation of the item to 18 months with complete degradation
possible within approximately 3 years.
This may however change depending on the physical and chemical composition of the product. Customers also have the option of
achieving a faster degradation rate by increasing the dose. The process and residual have been rigorously tested and are certified to have
no adverse impact on the soil or the environment, an advantage over alternatives that leave behind fragments and micro-particles. In fact,
the remnant nutrient-rich soil can even be used as fertiliser.
Moreover, the process has been supported by third-party studies conducted bylocal and global test bodies such as Bureau Veritas and
Northeast Laboratories. Inc.
Eco-One can be conveniently applied without altering production lines, enabling low-cost integration into existing manufacturing
processes. At the recommended level of application, the additive is a superior option for manufacturers and exporters looking to enter
global markets, with a production cost impact of 10% – 15%, significantly below the cost of utilising biopolymers which also require special
equipment and have limited supply.
Hayleys Aventura is the representative for Eco-One for SAARC countries, Indonesia and Myanmar. Several major Sri Lankan exporters to
US and European markets are already utilising the additive, in producing their packaging.
Hayleys Aventura represents the Industrial Inputs and Energy Sector of Hayleys PLC. The company has established itself as the premier
industrial solutions provider in Sri Lanka and consists of five diversified strategic business units. These are; Engineering Solutions, Medical
and Analytical Solutions, Industrial Raw Materials and Renewable Energy.
(July 23, 2022, www.sundayobserver.lk)

HNB launches agri program in the Central Province
Private sector bank HNB PLC launched ‘HNB SaruGeWatte’, a campaign aimed at setting up new marketplaces for rural farmers in urban
areas while promoting home gardening in urban areas across the Central Province.
The campaign was launched at the Kandy City Centre (KCC) in collaboration with provincial and district agricultural offices.
Provincial Director General of Agriculture, S. A. De Silva was the chief guest. HNB Deputy General Manager, Legal (Board Secretary)
leading the initiative Thushari Ranaweera, HNB DGM/Chief Credit Officer, Nirosh Perera, CBSL Manager (Matale), Chathura Ratnayake and
HNB Regional Business Head (Central), Harsha Wickremasinghe, HNB Kandy Customer Center, Senior Manager, Indika Ekanayake, KCC
Chairman Thusitha Wijayasena, Divisional Secretaries, Wathsala Marambage and R. M. S. M. Rathnayake were also present.
“With our nation facing its worst economic and food security crisis in history, it is imperative that all Sri Lankans work together to ensure
we are able to produce enough to help tide us over during these trying times. We are proud to launch the HNB Saru Ge-watte initiative
to provide our customers, the public and Sri Lankan farmers with the knowledge and partnerships necessary to use all available land
to cultivate food, and contribute even in a small way towards mitigating the worst impacts of the coming crisis,” HNB Deputy General
Manager, Legal (Board Secretary) Thushari Ranaweera said.
Given that farmers in non-banking rural segments have difficulty connecting to buyers in urban areas, HNB announced that it would work
with its existing customer network to help the agriculture sector by creating direct relationships between rural farmers and consumers
across the island, in order to provide both sides respectively with a decent livelihood from their harvest, and a reasonable price for their
essential needs.
“The Central province is a cornerstone of the agricultural sector in Sri Lanka. Over the past few years we at HNB have worked towards
supporting farmers in the area through partnerships with our extensive portfolio of vendors. The ongoing crisis has only strengthened and
fast-tracked this commitment to our farmers and we are delighted to note that organisations such as the Kandy City Centre have stepped
up to support us in this endeavour,” HNB Central Region Business Head, Harsha Wickremasinghe said.
(July 23, 2022, www.sundayobserver.lk)

NEW MEMBERSHIPS
We are an award-winning Technology Company that takes pride in developing innovative Enterprise Solutions to empower various
industry landscapes, focusing on offering better experiences for the communities we serve. We are a trendsetter; our core philosophy is
to create state-of-the-art technologies to help humankind and enrich people’s lives.
With a proven track record of 11 years and 100+ staff strength with cumulative experience of more than 400+ years, our expertise covers
a larger spectrum of scalable solution landscapes such as ERP solutions, Electronic Logistics Management Information System (eLMIS)
solutions and Vaccine Information Management Systems (VIMS), Agri tech solutions, Intelligent Decision Support solutions etc.
As a result of our innovative solutions, organizations worldwide have experienced benefits by streamlining operations with insightful
analytics to reduce costs, increase profitability, improve process and service standards, and enhance stakeholder satisfaction.
We are the world’s leading Electronic Logistics Management Information System (eLMIS) provider. Our expertise and technologies have
been recognized globally, praising our attempts to solve national scale health commodity distribution problems. The leading organizations
such as Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, USAID, UNDP, GAVI, The Global Fund, Digital Square, Accenture have rated us as “ The preferred
vendor and the only fully Compliant Solution in The World ” for National Health Commodity Supply Chain Management for countries.
Bileeta has continuously showcased the excellence of its solutions by winning outstanding awards such as the Overall Gold Award at The
National Best Quality ICT Awards 2014 (NBQSA), an annual event organized by the British Computer society and The Chartered Institute
for IT in Sri Lanka; Winner for health informatics at Commonwealth Digital Health Conference & Awards 2017, Most Outstanding ICT
Innovation Addressing National Calamities (Commercial Category) at NBQSA 2020, The Winner for Citizen Services & Digital Government
in Public Sector & Government Category at NBQSA 2020, and APICTA Winner in Year 2021.

ECCSL EVENTS
Virtual International Trade Promotion Forum
The European Chamber of Commerce of Sri Lanka (ECCSL) has organised a Virtual International Trade Promotion Forum from 23rd August
to 26th August 2022.
This program is being organised as part of the ‘Support to Small and Medium Enterprises in the Organic Agriculture Sector’ Programme, cofunded by the European Union (EU) and German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) and implemented in
partnership by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit GmbH (GIZ). The ECCSL is organising the event in partnership
with the Delegation of German Industry and Commerce in Sri Lanka (AHK Sri Lanka).
This Virtual Forum will include a half day organic export conference on 23 August 2022 to discuss Sri Lanka’s organic food production
and the opportunities, and challenges, in exporting to the European Union. The conference will be followed by a series of B2B networking
meetings between Sri Lankan SME exporters and European buyers, from 24th to 25th August 2022, where European buyers and Sri Lankan
SME Organic Suppliers will be able to meet online and discuss business and export opportunities, one to one.
The Virtual Export Forum is organised to support Sri Lankan organic producers and SMEs increase their export potential to Europe and is
open for organic food producers of coconut products, spices, teas, vegetables such as jackfruit, tropical fruits and other quality organic
produce from Sri Lanka. The event offers a timely opportunity for small and medium sized Organic Food producers to learn more about
exporting their products to the European Union and to provide the required knowledge and insights for current Sri Lankan organic food
exporters to expand their exports to Europe.
By developing and implementing a variety of events, forums and networking opportunities for the benefit of its member organisations,
the ECCSL continues to demonstrate its commitment and capability to growing trade and commerce between Sri Lankan and Europe.

NATIONAL DAY CALENDAR
Switzerland
Switzerland is a landlocked mountainous country in South-Central Europe, bordered by Austria,
France, Germany, Italy, and Liechtenstein. Switzerland has idyllic landscapes with a variety of
snow-capped mountains and ice-cold mountain lakes, melting glaciers and mountain pastures
well suited as downhill ski slopes in winter. The weather offers four seasons that effectively
change the landscape.
Swiss National Day, celebrated on August 1, is the country’s national holiday. Although the
Swiss Confederacy was founded on this date in 1891 and has been celebrated annually since
1899, it has only been an official holiday since 1994.
The official celebration of Swiss National Day fittingly takes place at Rütli field, where a
representational celebration is staged in the location that the signing of the charter took
place. In addition, big family gatherings and barbeques are a common feature of the day.
Communities across Switzerland also celebrate the occasion with bonfires, fireworks, parades
participating in prayers and singing the Swiss anthem, flying the Swiss flag wearing red and
white attires with pride.
The most interesting factor about Switzerland is that, it is a neutral country in more than one way. Not only did it not participate in both
World War I and World War II, but even now, whenever it comes to political affiliations and conflicts, Switzerland likes to stand off to the
side, not leaning towards any particular faction.
Did you know Switzerland is one of the world leaders in recycling and waste management. The Swiss successfully separate and recycle
organic and recyclable waste whilst converting the rest to energy. Moreover, Switzerland provides nearly all CO2-friendly electricity to
its citizens.

Liechtenstein
Liechtenstein is bordered by Switzerland to the west and south and Austria to the east and
north. It is the fourth-smallest nation in Europe. Its capital is Vaduz, and Schaan is the largest
of its eleven municipalities.
Due to its small size, Liechtenstein has been heavily influenced by cultural influences from
outside its borders. The country’s culture and history are preserved in part by the “Historical
Society of the Principality of Liechtenstein.”
The government of the Principality of Liechtenstein formally proclaimed August 15 as a national
holiday on August 5, 1940. The first celebration took place only ten days later. The idea to
establish this National Day was to show the resistance and patriotism which was inspired by
Adolf Hilter’s statement that minor states had no right to exist. Therefore, this holiday is unique
since it was developed during a time of conflict.
Observing the Liechtenstein national day, the Prince and Head of Parliament deliver a speech
in the garden surrounding Vaduz Castle to kick off celebrations at 11 A.M. It will not only dive
into the fascinating history of Lichtenstein but also express the sense of national pride that exists there. In addition, the nationals go
way down to the city centers to participate in the celebrations where a lot of music, food vendor, souvenirs of all kinds, and free crowns
and flags are on the streets. Another exciting fact about that day is His Serene Highness Prince Hans-Adam II and His Serene Highness
Hereditary Prince Alois invite locals to the grounds of Vaduz Castle, the princely ancestral seat.
Did you know that Liechtenstein’s population is very low that its largest city is home to only 6,000 people? Hence, Liechtenstein has one
of the world’s lowest crime rates globally and it hasn’t had an army since 1868.

NATIONAL DAY CALENDAR
Ukraine
Ukraine is the second largest country in Europe, with a population of around 40 million people.
It is bordered by Russia to the east, Belarus to the north, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary to the west
and the Black sea to the south with a variety of landscapes from the mountains to lowlands,
the landscape of Ukraine consists mostly of fertile plains and plateaus.
Ukraine Independence Day takes place on August 24 and it marks the Ukraine’s declaration
of independence from the U.S.S.R. in 1991. It is the most popular day of the year and it is
celebrated with a great passion and an enthusiasm. Although Ukraine has been dominated by
some nations for centuries, it has always had its own culture, language and values. As a result,
this holiday has special significance for Ukrainians since it provides them with an opportunity
to show the love for their nation.
Ukrainians celebrate this day with their families and friends by attending the official celebration
and hearing the presidential speech, live music concerts, patriotic events, fireworks, reading
about their rich history and learning about the long journey to freedom and the struggle. Since
this day honors the people and their freedom, it brings people together for celebration.
Did you know that Ukraine has the second-deepest subway station in the world? Kyiv, the capital of Ukraine, has a subway station,
Arsenalna, which is located at a depth of 105.5 meters. To better understand how deep it is, it would fit the entire Statue of Liberty
perfectly and still have 12 meters left. Every day, people who live or work in this station have to endure two seemingly endless escalators.

Moldova
Landlocked Moldova, officially known as the Republic of Moldova, is located in Eastern Europe.
It is bordered by Romania to the west and Ukraine to the north, east, and south whereas the
Bessarabia region, between the Prut and Dniester rivers, contains the majority of the country.
Moldova has a climate which is moderately continental; its proximity to the Black Sea leads
to the climate being mildly cold in the autumn and winter and relatively cool in the spring
and summer. Moldova has been influenced primarily by the Romanian origins of its majority
population, and also by enriching its own culture by adopting and upholding traditions from
neighboring regions and other influential sources.
The Moldovans celebrate their independence each year on August 27th. It is known as “Ziua
Independentei” in Romanian which refers to ‘This is Moldova’s National Day.’ It honors the
adoption of the Soviet Union’s Declaration of Independence on August 27, 1991. Through
commemorating the anniversary of their independence, the nationals proudly showcase their
decision to be a free, independent nation.
Moldovans observe this Independence Day through various activities such as, attending
national parades where the President address the nation with a patriotic speech, flying their national colours which are blue, red and
yellow to show the solidarity and moreover through fireworks and concerts.
Did you know that apart from this national holiday of independence, it also has another national day dedicated to wine in October, which
is known as ‘National Wine Day’? It lasts two days and celebrates Moldova’s wine culture.
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